
Salto KS Web Apps
Salto KS Web Apps Cookies Policy
Our websites www.app.saltoks.com, https://support.saltoks.com 和  https://commissioning.saltoks.com (the
“Websites”), owned by Salto Systems, S.L., uses a technology known as “cookies” in order to gather information on
the use of the Websites.
We use the cookies to enhance your navigation through the Websites, to distinguish you from other users, analyse your
using patterns in order to improve the quality of our services and your user experience, and to build a profile of your
interests and show you relevant adverts on other sites.
The purpose of this cookies policy is to provide you with clear and precise information regarding the cookies that we use
in our Websites (the “Cookies Policy”).
Should you wish further information on the cookies used on our Website, you can 联系我们的数据保护官. In addition, you
can obtain more information about SALTO's processing of your data and how to exercise your rights in our 隐私政策.

1. COOKIE是什么？
A cookie is a file that is stored locally on your computer browser or mobile device when accessing certain websites and
apps, in order to store and retrieve information about the browsing made from such device.

2. WHAT TYPE OF COOKIES DOES THE WEBSITE USE?
Here is some information about the type of cookies used on our Websites:
2.1. Depending on the entity that manages them:
Depending on the entity managing the domain from which the cookies are sent and process the data obtained, we can
distinguish:

First-party cookies: These are cookies that are sent to the user's device from domains managed by Salto Systems (as
editor of the Websites).
第三⽅cookies： These are those that are sent to the user's device from a computer or domain that is not managed by
Salto Systems, but by another entity.

The third-party cookies used on this Websites belong to:
⾕歌
Hotjar
投影仪
Datadog
⼀个信托

2.2. Depending on the period of time that they remain:
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会话Cookie： These are a type of cookie designed to collect and store data while the user accesses the Websites. As
their name suggests, these cookies are stored on the device until the end of the user's browsing session.
永久性cookie： These are a type of cookie in which the data continues to be stored on the device and can be accessed
and processed for a period defined by the party responsible for the cookie, which can range from a few minutes to a
maximum of two years from its installation.

2.3. Depending on the purpose of the cookie:
Strictly necessary cookies: these cookies are necessary for the Websites to function and cannot be switched off in our
systems. They are usually only set in response to actions made by you which amount to a request for services, such as
setting your privacy preferences, logging in or filling in forms. You can set your browser to block or alert you about
these cookies, but this might cause some parts of the site to stop working. These cookies do not store any personally
identifiable information. We do not need your consent for the installation of these cookies on your device.
Performance cookies: These cookies allow us to count visits and traffic sources so we can measure and improve the
performance of our site. They help us to know which pages are the most/least visited and see how visitors move
around the site. All the information these cookies collect is aggregated and therefore anonymous. If you do not allow
these cookies we will not know when you have visited our site and will not be able to monitor its performance. These
cookies are only installed on your device with your express consent.
Functional cookies: these cookies enable the Websites to provide enhanced functionality and personalisation. They
may be set by us or by third party providers whose services we have added to our pages. These cookies are only
installed on your device with your express consent.

You can find more information about the specific cookies of each type used on the Websites in the settings panel
accessible from the banner.

3. 您如何表⽰同意？
You give your consent to the installation and use of the cookies subject to the terms of this Cookies Policy by clicking on
the box “Allow all” in the cookies banner or the settings panel. Consent is valid for these Websites.

4. INTERNATIONAL DATA TRANSFERS
Some of the personal data collected through third-party cookies may be subject to international transfers, in which
case we guarantee that the necessary guarantees will be adopted to protect the confidentiality, integrity and availability
of the data potentially involved in such transfer, in accordance with the mechanisms provided by the GDPR in this
regard. For more information on the international transfers made by each third party, please access their privacy
policies shown in section 2.1 of this Policy.

5. 你如何管理你的喜好？
You can set your preferences and configure the use of cookies in the settings panel available in the banner or in the
lower margin of the web page. Therefore, if you would like to remove your consent to the use of all or certain types of
cookies you must disable their use by changing the settings. Consent for strictly necessary cookies cannot be withdrawn
since they are necessary for the functionality of the Websites. 
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Also, please note that at any time you can block, disable, or delete previously installed cookies by modifying your
browser settings. For more information on cookie settings in some of the most common browsers, click on the links
below:

Microsoft Edge
Google Chrome
Mozilla Firefox
Safari

6. 《COOKIE 政策》的更新和更改
We may change this Cookies Policy at any time, including among others to adapt our policy to new existing legislation,
regulations, or in order to adapt it to the instructions stipulated by the corresponding data protection public authority.
本《Cookie 政策》发⽣任何重⼤更改时，您将收到通知。

免责声明:

This is a downloadable version of the website content that we make available to you for informative purposes for an easier
consultation and filling. However, SALTO assumes no responsibility for any errors or typos that the downloadable version may
contain.
As SALTO reserves the right to modify this content from time to time, please check on the Legal section of our website to find the latest
version of the legal documents and their updates.
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